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LONgEViTY
 
U.S. Armor has provided superior body armor and 
protective products for nearly three decades.  We 
guarantee an unparalleled level of comfort, quality and 
performance through our unique Tailor-Made fit and 
superior ballistic material blends.

U.S. Armor’s legacy dates back to 
Steve’s father, Richard Armellino, 
Sr., who founded one of the first 
body armor companies in America, 
American Body Armor (ABA), 
back in 1969.  Richard, or Dick 
as his friends called him, was a 
decorated WWII and Korean War 
pilot who needed to wear heavy 
flak jackets to stay safe during 
his missions. Dick had a knack for 
innovation and a zeal for protecting 
those who put their lives in danger. 
Through years of research and 
development, Dick pioneered the very first patents and 
designs for what is commonly referred to today as “body 
armor.”

Stephen Armellino picked up where his father’s legacy 
left off by creating U.S. Armor in 1986.  He has taken his 
father’s designs into the 21st century with U.S. Armor’s 
breakthrough material blends and unmatched product 
quality. Now, over 25 years later, U.S. Armor products 
have gone on to save the lives of hundreds of countless 

law enforcement personnel.  Our products have not only 
positively affected the lives of the officers but also the 
lives of their families as their loved ones return home 
safely after a life-threatening incident occurs on the job.

U.S. Armor is an ISO 9001:2008 certified manufacturer 
for quality control processes and procedures, specifically 
for the design and manufacturing of personal body 
armor and related products.  U.S. Armor has continued 
to establish itself as a body armor manufacturer that 
is committed to improving the quality and performance 
of its products and internal processes with the goal of 
earning the customer’s trust.  Comfort, longstanding 
experience and MADE IN THE USA quality, these are the 

attributes that have allowed U.S. Armor to be the most 
trusted name in body armor for over 25 years.

Stephen Armellino
President, CEO

Richard Armellino, 1943
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WHAT IS bODY ARMOR?
It wasn’t until the 1960s that engineers developed a reliable bullet-resistant armor that a person could 
wear comfortably. Unlike traditional armor, this soft body armor is not made out of pieces of metal 
but rather formed from advanced woven aramid fibers that can be sewn into vests and other flexible 
clothing items.

Hard body armor, made out of thick ceramic or metal plates, functions basically the same way as the 
iron suits worn by medieval knights: It is armor, hard enough so that the weapon is deflected, in this 
case a bullet or stabbing weapon. That is, the armor material pushes out on the bullet with the same 
(or nearly the same) force with which the bullet pushes in so that the armor is not penetrated.

Typically, hard body armor offers more protection than soft body armor, but it is heavier and more cumbersome. Police 
officers and military personnel wear this sort of protection when they are at a high risk of rifle threats, but for everyday 
use they will generally wear soft body armor protection, which is worn like an undershirt or an external jacket.

How ballistic body armor works
When a bullet strikes a body armor panel, the fibers 
absorb and disperse the energy of the impact laterally 
across a generalized area. Most concealable body armor 
is made of a number of layers. These layers assist in the 
energy dispersion process and help to reduce the effects 
of blunt trauma, caused by the force of the impacting 
projectile.

How stab-resistant body armor works
Stab- and puncture-resistant armors are made from a 
variety of materials. The most commonly used materials 
are made from extremely strong fibers, which can be 
either woven or laminated together. Other materials used 
are metals and composites. As the threat impacts the 
armor, the materials either deflect the threat or, due to 
their very high level of cut and/or tear resistance, they 
“stretch” and the impact forces are dissipated over a 
larger area of the armor.

wHy sHoUld i wear body armor?
An officer is 14 times more likely to be fatally injured during a critical incident if he/she is not wearing their body armor. 
Individuals wearing body armor have not only been saved from traditional ballistic threats, but also from the impact of 
steering wheel columns and other projectiles during vehicular accidents, fragmentation from explosions , ricocheted 
shotgun blasts and blunt force trauma from other improvised weapons.

Body armor stops 
projectiles by “catching” 
them within the specific 
ballistic material blends
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wHat are NiJ standards?
The NIJ Standards and Testing Program develops and publishes equipment standards that specifically address the needs 
of law enforcement, corrections and other criminal justice agencies in regards to body armor safety and performance.

The purpose of these standards is to establish minimum performance requirements and test methods for the ballistic 
resistance of personal body armor intended to protect the torso against gunfire, blunt trauma injuries as well as labeling 
requirements, acceptance criteria, test ammunition, procedures and other items within the scope of body armor 
performance. 

NiJ 0101.04/NiJ 0101.05

Prior to the new NIJ .06 standard, the NIJ .04 (and 
interim NIJ .05) standards set forth minimum performance 
requirements and test methods for the ballistic resistance 
of personal body armor intended to protect the torso 
against gunfire. The standards also outlined labeling 
requirements, acceptance criteria, ammunition and test 
procedures of such vests.

NiJ 0101.06 Certification

The NIJ .06 Standard was released in July 2008 and 
introduced more rigorous requirements by the National 
Institute of Justice (NIJ) to including: 
• New 30 min full water submersion
• Vests are now tested wet
• New tumble test (72,000 ± 1,500 rotations)
• New minimum shot-to-edge distances
• and other additional submission requirements

All U.S. Armor products are tested by the National Institute of Justice (NIJ) at NIJ Certified Laboratories before we will add 
them to our production, ensuring the utmost in quality and safety for the officer that is wearing them. Our vests are built 
to the highest standards in the industry to meet or exceed both NIJ 0101.04/.05 and NIJ 0101.06 testing procedures 
respectively, depending on the model and the needs of each unit.
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bALLiSTiC ThREAT LEVELS

9 mm .357 SIG .357 Mag .44 Mag 5.56 mm 7.62 mm .30-06

NiJ Standard 0101.06 Threat Levels 

SOFT bODY ARMOR RiFLE PLATES

iiA ii iiiA iii iV

9 mm FMJ 
& .40 S&W FMJ

9 mm FMJ 
& .357 Magnum JSP

.357 SIG FMJ 
& .44 Magnum SJHP

7.62 mm 
(M80 U.S. Military)

.30 Caliber Armor Piercing 
Rifle Round (M2 AP)

STAb ThREAT LEVELS
This NIJ 0115.00 standard, the first of its kind in the 
United States, specifies the minimum requirements for 
body armor designed to protect the torso against spike and 
blade threats. This standard tests for retail-level knives of 
high quality that feature very sharp machine-ground cutting 
edges and fine points.

niJ Spike Levels defends against:

SPiKE 1 Stabbing instruments with a strike energy of 24 Joules  

SPiKE 2 Stabbing instruments with a strike energy of 33 Joules

SPiKE 3 Stabbing instruments with a strike energy of 43 Joules

Spike test protocol, for any given protection level, requires 
the knife blade or spike to impact the armor test sample at 
two distinct energy levels.

The first energy level, called “E1,” 
corresponds to the percentiles 
described above. At 
this condition, a 
maximum blade or 
spike penetration of 7 mm 
(0.28 in) is allowable. The 
penetration limit was determined 
through research indicating that internal 
injuries to organs would be extremely unlikely at 7 mm 
(0.28 in) of penetration. 

The test protocol then requires an overtest condition 
where the knife blade or spike kinetic energy is increased 
by 50 %. At this higher energy condition, called “E2,” a 
maximum blade or spike penetration of 20 mm (0.79 in) is 
allowable. This overtest is required to ensure that there is 
an adequate margin of safety in the armor design.
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Enforcer 5000 
NIJ: 0101.06
Threat Levels:  II, IIIA

Hybrid blend of:

DuPont™ Kevlar® XP
Honeywell Gold Flex®
Honeywell Spectra Shield II®
Woven Kevlar® Twill

• The highest performing vest 
series in our NIJ .06 series

• Lighter, cooler, and more flexible than 
any previous NIJ .06 design

• This vest qualifies for BVP Grant Funding

Enforcer XP
NIJ: 0101.06
Threat Levels:  II, IIIA
100% DuPont™ Kevlar® XP

•  The first generation of our 
competitive NIJ .06 designs!

• Waterproof ballistic panel seal for 
reduced ballistic degradation due to 
moisture up to full water submersion.

• Competitively priced 
• This vest qualifies for BVP Grant Funding.

Enforcer 2000
NIJ: 0101.06
Threat Level:  IIIA Only
Woven aramids

• Budget-friendly, NIJ .06 certified armor blend
• Waterproof ballistic panel seal for 

reduced ballistic degradation due to 
moisture up to full water submersion.

• Available in Male cut, Level IIIA Only
• This vest qualifies for BVP Grant Funding.

ballistic ar mor Packages
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Enforcer XLT
NIJ: 0101.04/.05
Threat Levels:  IIA, II, IIIA

Hybrid blend of:

DuPont™ Kevlar® Comfort XLT
Honeywell Gold Flex®

• Thinner, lighter and more flexible 
than any other armor package

• Originally developed with the U.S. Border 
Patrol to address high heat stress conditions 
experienced during operations in and around the 
United States southwest border environments

• Our most popular armor package

enforcer terminal Velocity
NIJ: 0101.04/.05
Threat Levels:  IIA, II, IIIA

Hybrid blend of:

Honeywell Gold Flex®
Honeywell Spectra Shield Plus® 
DuPont™ Kevlar® 129 (Level IIIA models)

• U.S. Armor’s own unique hybrid blend 
of DuPont™ Kevlar®, Honeywell Gold 
Flex® and Spectra Shield Plus®

• Lighter and thinner than the USA Classic

Enforcer Classic
NIJ: 0101.04/.05
Threat Levels:  IIA, II, IIIA
100 % DuPont™ Air-Entangled Kevlar® 129

• Street proven with over 15 years 
of performance in the field

• Our original ballistic configuration and the 
longest-standing ballistic design at U.S. Armor

• Budget-friendly

ballistic ar mor Packages
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WhY CUSTOM FiT?
A vest cannot save a life unless it is worn. 
Recent surveys show that the #1 reason 
officers choose not to wear their body armor 
vests is poor fit and discomfort. Recognizing 
this behavior, U.S. Armor is dedicated to 
producing the most comfortable fit possible in 
our vests so that officers will wear them, be 
fully protected by a quality product in the line 
of duty, experience a decreased level of fatigue 
and an increased level comfort on the job.  

U.S. Armor is the comfort leader in the body 
armor industry. The reason is that our vests 
are custom-fitted and Tailor-Made to your 
exact body style. We use a unique custom-
fit measuring system that incorporates 9 
different measurements points for males and 
13 different measurements points for females 
to ensure that your ballistic vest fits right, 
every time.

Most officers wear their body armor too tight 
for various reasons. These officers do this not 

only at the cost of their comfort, but at the 
cost of their safety as well.

A vest worn too tight can restrict air supply 
to the lungs during physical exertion like 
breaking out into a chase after a suspect. If 
the body cannot supply oxygen to the brain 
and muscles during stress, it will start to shut 
itself down for protection. The symptoms 
an individual will experience during this event 
are hyperventilation, light-headedness, loss 
of ability to think and loss of ability to feel the 
extremities. High ambient temperatures in the 
summer months or hot and humid climates 
will compound this problem. Air is not only 
needed by the lungs, but also by the surface 
area of the skin in order to keep the body from 
overheating.

At U.S. Armor, we believe you should never 
change your tactics to accommodate your 
equipment; change your equipment to 
accommodate your tactics.

get a better 
FiT witH 

 
• We cut our ballistic 

material down to ½ inch 
measurement increments 
versus the industry 
standard of 1” increments. 

• We use 9 points of custom 
measurement for male 
officers and 13 points of 
custom measurement for 
females officers versus 
just a chest and waist 
measurement that only 
provide a stock, off-the-shelf 
fit. 

• We offer a 60 day Custom 
Fit Guarantee versus the 
industry’s standard 30 days
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FEMALE 
concealable 
armor design
U.S. Armor has a unique female ballistic 
vest design with a superior female fit and 
unmatched comfort. 

In our research of body armor needs of 
female officers, we have learned that one 
size does not fit all.

Not just a smaller male panel or a fold-
over ‘princess cut’, U.S. Armor designs our 
female ballistic vests specifically to your 
body contours.

The bust area of our female body armor 
has been shaped by a unique process 
which eliminates cutting of the front 
ballistic panel. This exclusive process 
enhances comfort and conceal-ability 
without sacrificing ballistic performance.

Our female ballistic vests include:
• Actual bust cups formed into the armor 

itself through a darting procedure. This 
properly accommodates the variances 
in the female body shape and contour.

• 13 point “Tailor-Made” female measuring 
and sizing procedure; both bust size 
and cup size are factored into the sizing 
matrix for creating your ballistic panels.

• 60-day Comfort Fit guarantee.
• Comfort Curve, Breath-O-Prene® 

shoulder straps for weight distribution 
and a lighter vest feel overall.

All U.S. Armor Concealable ballistic 
packages are offered in custom fit, female 
designs.

Officer Jen Moore
Phoenix Police Dept.

Saved June 20th, 2008 
wearing Enforcer XLT IIIA
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CONCEALAbLE ARMOR
At U.S. Armor, we have comfort and reliability as our top objectives with our concealable body armor.   
We know that the #1 reason an officer chooses not to wear their body armor is discomfort.  

At U.S. Armor, we have designed our vests with the officer’s 
comfort (#1 complaint of an officer) utmost in mind by:
• Adding Breath-O-Prene, weight-distributing, 

comfort curve shoulder and waist straps
• Designing external carriers out of 

stretchable, anti-microbial, athletic grade 
nylon for maximum give and mobility

• Using our unique armor hybrid technology of combining 
the most flexible and technologically advanced aramid 
materials from DuPont and Honeywell in order to 
produce the thinnest and lightest vest possible, 
conforming to your body to provide the utmost 
in comfort so that you can enjoy your vest, wear 
your vest, operate more effectively and safely.

We believe that a ballistic vest can only save a life if it is worn.  By making the most comfortable, custom fit vest on the 
market we know that...you’ll wear it!

Color Options

Black White Navy Tan OD Green
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The ultimate in NiJ .06 comfort!

CONCEALAbLE 

ENFORCER 5000
NIJ: .06

Threat Levels: ii, iiiA

The Enforcer 5000 is our advanced .06 hybrid 
design combining Honeywell’s Gold Flex®, Spectra 
Shield® II fabric and DuPont’s™ proven Kevlar® 
XP. The end result is the lightest, thinnest and 
most flexible NIJ .06 Certified vest that has been 
created to date. You will feel the difference! 

ballistic Vest material
Honeywell Gold Flex®
Spectra Shield® II
DuPont™ Kevlar® XP™

ballistic Panel cover material 
Archer Lite, 70 Denier Nylon, ultrasonically welded 
seams around the entire panel to create a completely 
waterproof enclosure

KEY FEATURES
 ★NIJ 0101.06 Certified
 ★High performance hybrid ballistic blend 
 ★ Softer and more flexible than any previous NIJ .06 vest
 ★ Advanced Carrier System (ACS)  

STANDARD FEATURES
• Shirt tails
• Soft trauma plate insert
• Anti-microbial, closed-hole mesh fabric used 

on carrier with built-in 2-way stretch
• Breath-O-Prene® ventilated shoulder strap 

system for enhanced weight distribution
• Easy VELCRO® ballistic panel access
• Wikaway moisture management system on body side
• 2 types of wide-wrap, Breath-O-Prene® and 

VELCRO® removable closures included

OPTiONAL FEATURES
• Uniform Shirt Carrier
• CoolMax® T-shirt
• Concealable carry bag (Nylon)
• Winter Quilt outer carrier
• Ranger 100, 200, 300, 500 outer carriers
• Additional trauma plate inserts 
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CONCEALAbLE 

ENFORCER XP
NIJ: .06

Threat Levels: ii, iiiA

In response to the new NIJ .06 standard, U.S. 
Armor has developed the Enforcer XP made 
with 100% Kevlar® XP™. The Enforcer XP has 
been designed specifically for today’s modern 
threats. One of the key features of this vest is 
its ability to reduce the back face deformation 
of projectile impacts by 15% when compared to 
other ballistic models .

ballistic Vest material
100% DuPont™ Kevlar® XP™

ballistic Panel cover material 
70 Denier Nylon Ripstop, ultrasonically welded 
seams around the entire panel to create a completely 
waterproof enclosure

KEY FEATURES
 ★NIJ 0101.06 Certified vest
 ★Waterproof Ballistic Panel Cover
 ★New Advanced Carrier System (ACS) Cover

 

STANDARD FEATURES
• Shirt tails
• Soft trauma plate insert
• Anti-microbial, closed-hole mesh fabric used 

on carrier with built-in 2-way stretch
• Breath-O-Prene® ventilated shoulder strap 

system for enhanced weight distribution
• Easy VELCRO®® ballistic panel access
• Wikaway moisture management system on body side
• 2 types of wide-wrap, Breath-O-Prene® and 

VELCRO® removable closures included

 
OPTiONAL FEATURES
• Uniform Shirt Carrier
• Coolmax® T-shirt
• Concealable Carry Bag
• Winter Quilt outer carrier
• Ranger 100, 200, 300, 500 outer carriers
• Additional trauma plate insert options
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CONCEALAbLE 

ENFORCER 
2000
NIJ: .06

Threat Levels: iiiA Only

The Enforcer 2000 is an everyday-wear 
concealable vest that is certified with the 
latest NIJ 0101.06 standards.  This vest is an 
inexpensive, NIJ 0101.06-certified armor option.  
The Enforcer 2000 is available in Male styles only 
and Level IIIA protection only.

ballistic Vest material
Woven Aramid

ballistic Panel cover material 
70 Denier Nylon Ripstop, ultrasonically welded seams around
the entire panel to create a completely waterproof enclosure

 
KEY FEATURES

 ★NIJ 0101.06 Certified
 ★Budget-Friendly
 ★ Poly Cotton Carrier 

STANDARD FEATURES
• 6-point elastic/VELCRO® closure system
• Removable strap system
• 6” x 8” Steel Trauma Plate

 
OPTiONAL FEATURES
• Shirt tails 
• CoolMax® T-shirts
• Winter Quilt outer carrier
• Ranger 100, 200, 300, 500 outer carriers
• Uniform Shirt Carrier
• Additional trauma plate insert options
• Concealable Carry Bags (Nylon)
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Thinnest, lightest and most 
comfortable vest offered at 
U.S. Armor!

CONCEALAbLE 

ENFORCER XLT
NIJ: .04/.05

Threat Levels: iiA, ii, iiiA

The Enforcer XLT was originally developed for U.S. 
Border Patrol agents requiring Threat Level IIIA 
armor while still be able to operate effectively in 
extreme heat. Finally, you don’t have to sacrifice 
coolness and comfort for dependable protection. 

Another important feature adding to the comfort 
of the Enforcer XLT is the new ACS carrier. The 
ACS exterior is made with an athletic nylon, 
Wikaway internal material, a low profile VELCRO® 
system and reinforced piping around VELCRO® 
fields. The ultimate in exterior vest comfort.

ballistic Vest material
DuPont™ Kevlar® Comfort XLT™ 
Honeywell Gold Flex® 

ballistic Panel cover material
100% DuPont™ Nylon Supplex 3-ply material,  
water resistant and breathable

KEY FEATURES
 ★ 25% lighter & 25% more flexible than the Terminal Velocity
 ★ Advanced Carrier System (ACS)
 ★ Anti-microbial, closed-hole mesh fabric 
with built-in 2-way stretch

 

STANDARD FEATURES
• Shirt tails
• Soft trauma plate insert
• Breath-O-Prene® ventilated shoulder strap 

system for enhanced weight distribution
• Easy ballistic panel access
• Wikaway® moisture management system on body side
• Wide-Wrap, Breath-O-Prene® 

VELCRO® removable closures

 
OPTiONAL FEATURES
• Uniform Shirt Carrier
• CoolMax® T-shirt
• Concealable carry bag (Nylon)
• Winter Quilt outer carrier
• Ranger 100, 200, 300, 500 outer carriers
• Additional trauma plate insert options
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CONCEALAbLE 

ENFORCER 
TERMiNAL 
VELOCiTY
NIJ: .04/.05

Threat Levels: iiA, ii, iiiA

U.S. Armor’s Terminal Velocity is our first 
hybrid vest combining three distinct blends of 
ballistic material allowing the vest to be thinner 
and lighter than 100% Kevlar® models.

Another important feature adding to the 
comfort of the Terminal Velocity is the HVC 
carrier. The HVC interior area is constructed 
with a Wikaway® moisture management 
system. This fabric allows moisture to be 
‘wicked away’ from the skin and into the 
fabric, greatly enhancing officer comfort and 
decreasing heat stress.

ballistic Vest material
DuPont™ Kevlar® 129
Honeywell Gold Flex®
Honeywell Spectra Shield®

ballistic Panel cover material
100% DuPont™ Nylon Supplex 3ply material, 
water resistant and breathable

KEY FEATURES
 ★Hybrid blend of ballistic material
 ★ Thinner & lighter than the Enforcer Classic
 ★Moisture-wicking HVC carrier 
 ★ Comfort curve, weight distributing shoulder straps

STANDARD FEATURES
• Washable Poly Cotton/Wikaway® HVC outer carrier
• Easy ballistic panel access
• Breath-O-Prene®/VELCRO® side and shoulder straps
• Soft Trauma Plate insert included
• Shirt tails

OPTiONAL FEATURES
• Uniform Shirt Carrier
• Winter Quilt outer carrier
• Ranger 100, 200, 300, 500 outer carriers
• Concealable Carry Bags (Nylon)
• CoolMax® T-shirts
• Additional trauma plate insert options
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CONCEALAbLE 

ENFORCER 
CLASSiC
NIJ: .04/.05

Threat Levels: iiA, ii, iiiA

If you want the finest concealment vest for 
the dollar, this is it! The Enforcer Classic is 
an everyday concealable vest that sets a new 
standard for high performance at an affordable 
price. It is made with 4th generation Kevlar® 
that is stronger and more reliable than previous 
blends. DuPont™ Kevlar® 129 ballistic fabric is air 
entangled and features a new weaving technology 
that decreses weight.

ballistic Vest material
DuPont™ Kevlar®129 Air Entangled

ballistic Panel cover material 
100% DuPont™ Nylon Supplex-3ply material, water resistant
and breathable.

KEY FEATURES
 ★ 100% DuPont™ Air Entangled Kevlar® 129
 ★ Contoured Perimeter
 ★Budget-Friendly

 
STANDARD FEATURES
• 100% Poly Cotton Carrier
• 6-point elastic/VELCRO® closure system
• Removable strap system
• 6”x8” Steel Trauma Plate

 
OPTiONAL FEATURES
• Shirt tails 
• Concealable Carry Bags (Nylon)
• Additional removable side/shoulder straps
• Winter Quilt outer carrier
• Ranger 100, 200, 300, 500 outer carriers
• Uniform Shirt Carrier
• CoolMax® T-shirts
• Additional trauma plate insert options
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Enhanced ballistic Plates (ebP)
NIJ Certified to Level iiiA
(#F-500600) 5” x 8” / 0.39 lbs. (0.18 kg)
(#F-500601) 6” x 8” / 0.42 lbs. (0.19 kg)
(#F-500602) 8” x 10” / 0.78 lbs. (0.36 kg)
(#F-500603) 10” x 12” / 0.64 lbs. (0.29 kg)

• Polyethylene, ballistic-rated  
(Level IIIA), semi-rigid insert

• Ultra-light polyethylene design 
• Engineered to protect against high-energy bullets
• Effective against a wide range of special 

threat rounds (see table below) 
• Provides a superior degree of trauma reduction when 

worn in conjunction with concealable body armor

EbP ballistic Testing Rounds
Round Description – Striking Velocity
Fiocchi 9 mm Luger FMJ 115gr – 1144 fps 
Winchester 9 mm Luger +P+ 127gr SXT – 1246 fps 
Aguila 40 S&W IQ 95gr. Hollow Point – 1386fps 
Tokarev 7.62x25 Norinco 85gr FMJ – 1459 fps 
Gold Dot Spear .357 Sig 125gr GDHP – 1520 fps 
Federal 9 mm Luger 124gr Hydra Shock HP – 1175 fps
Norma 9 mm Luger 115gr HP – 1173 fps
Winchester Ranger 40 S&W 165gr SXT – 1142 fps 
Blazer 40 S&W 180gr TMJ – 1128 fps 
Gold Dot Spear 40 S&W 155gr GDHP – 1210 fps 
Federal 30 Carbine 110gr SPB – 1856 fps

Steel Trauma Plate
6” x 8” / 0.65 lbs. (0.29 kg)
• Annealed Steel Panel 
• Non-Ricochet feature
• Water repellant cover (420 Denier) 
• 8” x 10” and 10” x 12” sizes also available

Flexible Soft ballistic 
Trauma Plate  
6” x 8” / 0.20 lbs. (0.20 kg)
• Soft ballistic aramid material panel 

encased in a water resistant, 
ultrasonically-sealed pouch

• 8”x10” and 10”x12” sizes also available

Titanium blade (Tb3) 
Trauma Plate 
6” x 8” / 0.40 lbs. (0.18 kg)
• Soft ballistic aramid material 

with titanium insert 
• Stops Blade Level 3, knife and 

stabbing instrument threats
• Effective against Level IIA ballistic threats
• 8” x 10” and 10” x 12” sizes also available

traUma Plate inserts For concealable Vests
Removable trauma plate inserts provide the officer with additional impact protection over the heart and vital 
organs area of the center chest. Titanium Blade plates offer protection from knives, ice picks and other 
stabbing force penetrations. Trauma Plates also offer extra impact protection from non-traditional puncture 
threats such as steering wheel columns and jagged metal items from vehicular accidents, buckshot, other 
shrapnel and blunt weapon strikes.
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RANgER 500
MOLLE 1” nylon webbing modular attachment 
system (front/back)

KEY FEATURES
 ★Helps to keep the individual cooler by adding 
distance between the body and the armor
 ★ Provides High visibility Identification
 ★MOLLE modular attachment system

 

STANDARD FEATURES
• 500 Denier Nylon CORDURA® outershell
• Waist cummerbund
• Accepts all concealable soft body 

armor ballistic panels*
• Mic holder 
• Badge holder 
• Included front and back removable 

POLICE or SHERIFF patches

 

OPTiONAL FEATURES
• Nylon Tactical Carry Bag (without pockets)
• CORDURA®  Tactical Carry Bag (with pockets)
• 500 series modular pouches

OUTER CARRiERS
Comfortable Outer Carrier options for your concealable body armor The U.S. Armor Ranger Outer Carrier series turns 
concealable body armor into high visibility ballistic protection for detectives, plainclothes officers and first responders. The 
Ranger Outer Carrier is the best universal piece of equipment for any department in a post-9/11 environment.
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RANgER 300
Tactical VELCRO® snap grid system for 
attaching additional modular pouches 
(front/back)

KEY FEATURES
 ★Helps to keep the individual cooler by adding 
distance between the body and the armor
 ★ Provides High Visibility Identification

 

STANDARD FEATURES
• 500 Denier Nylon CORDURA® outershell
• Waist cummerbund
• Accepts all concealable soft 

body armor ballistic panels*
• Mic holder 
• Badge holder 
• Included front and back removable 

POLICE or SHERIFF patches

 
OPTiONAL FEATURES
• Nylon Tactical Carry Bag (without pockets)
• CORDURA® Tactical Carry 

Bag (with pockets)
• 300 series modular pouches

RANgER 200
Permanent sewn-down pockets including:
(2) large utility pouches with internal elastic 
loops for magazine and shotgun shell 
retention 
(1) large radio pouch
(1) handcuff pouch
(1) flashlight retention strap
Custom pouch configurations available 
(additional fee may apply)

KEY FEATURES
 ★Helps to keep the individual cooler by adding 
distance between the body and the armor
 ★ Provides High Visibility Identification

 

STANDARD FEATURES
• 500 Denier Nylon CORDURA® outershell
• Waist cummerbund
• Accepts all concealable soft 

body armor ballistic panels*
• Mic holder 
• Badge holder 
• Included front and back removable 

POLICE or SHERIFF patches

 
OPTiONAL FEATURES
• Nylon Tactical Carry Bag (without pockets)
• CORDURA® Tactical Carry 

Bag (with pockets)

RANgER 100
Smooth outer cover, no pockets or pouches

KEY FEATURES
 ★Helps to keep the individual cooler by adding 
distance between the body and the armor
 ★ Provides High Visibility Identification

 

STANDARD FEATURES
• 500 Denier Nylon CORDURA® outershell
• Waist cummerbund
• Accepts all concealable soft 

body armor ballistic panels*
• Mic holder 
• Badge holder 
• Included front and back removable 

POLICE or SHERIFF patches

 
OPTiONAL FEATURES
• Nylon Tactical Carry Bag (without pockets)
• CORDURA® Tactical Carry 

Bag (with pockets)

*Additional charges may apply to accomidate oversized armor panels
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OUTER CARRIERS 

bORDER PATROL 
RANgER (2012)
Specifically designed for officers operating in the 
high heat environments of the United States 
southwest borders. This vest is the next generation 
of USBP outer carriers with significant upgrades to 
our popular original model including: front and rear 
rifle plate pockets, internal comms routing channels 
for reduced external wiring, streamlined cuts for 
exact panel fit, extended MOLLE surfaces, smart 
phone pocket and much more! The back plate 
pocket can double as a hydration bladder sleeve.

*The USBP Ranger (2012) has been inspected and approved for USBP agency-
wide use by the National Body Armor Coordinator at OBP HQ in Washington, DC.

carrier type
500 Denier Nylon CORDURA®

KEY FEATURES
 ★High performance outer carrier option for 
your concealable ballistic panels 
 ★ 10”x12” front/back rifle plate pockets 
 ★ Form fitted specifically to your U.S. Armor 
ballistic panels, no panel slippage
 ★ Adjustable padded shoulder straps for improved 
weight distribution and freedom of movement

 

STANDARD FEATURES
• Comms/hydration bladder hose routing 

channels on shoulder straps
• Extended side MOLLE 
• Quick-access Smart Phone pocket directly 

underneath front badge area
• 300 lb. capacity Drag Bar on rear 

panel for rescue operations
• Reinforced grommets installed for internal comms wire 

routing, reducing safety hazard of exposed wiring
• Field ID card pocket behind front ID panel
• Mic Tab
• Modular MOLLE pouch package for USBP-specific items 
• 2 Border Patrol VELCRO® ID patches (front/back)
• 1 Border Patrol embroidered badge patch
• Internal cummerbund to further secure 

vest position during movement

 
OPTiONAL FEATURES
• Rifle Plates - Level III or Level IV 

 (8”x10” / 10”x12”):    
     - Polyethylene
     - Ceramic
    - Steel
• Tactical Carry Bag
• 500 series MOLLE pouches & holsters
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OUTER CARRIERS 

bORDER PATROL 
RANgER (original)
The original, tested and proven USBP Ranger. 
This vest is currently being worn and enjoyed by 
thousands of USBP agents nationwide as a way 
to have ballistic protection but still mitigate the 
effects of the extreme heat environments of the 
United States southwest borders. 

*The USBP Ranger (Original) has been inspected and approved for Agency-wide 
use by the National Body Armor Coordinator at USBP HQ in Washington, DC.

carrier type

500 Denier Nylon CORDURA®

KEY FEATURES
 ★High performance outer carrier option for 
your concealable ballistic panels 
 ★Modular MOLLE pouch kit included; designed 
for specific Border Patrol items
 ★Helps keep the body cool by adding distance 
between the body and the body armor 
 ★ Easy donning/doffing of ballistic protection for 
standing down or fast gear-up situations 

STANDARD FEATURES
• 2 Border Patrol VELCRO® ID patches (front/back)
• 1 Border Patrol embroidered badge patch
• Field ID card pocket behind front ID panel
• Mic Tab
• Modular MOLLE pouch package for USBP-specific items 

including: Dual pistol mag pouch, Dual rifle mag pouch, Radio 
pouch, Handcuff pouch, small & medium Utility pouches

• Internal cummerbund to further secure 
vest position during movement

OPTiONAL FEATURES
• Tactical Carry Bag
• Additional 500 series MOLLE pouches & holsters
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OUTER CARRIERS 

EMS VEST
During a medical emergency, time and tool 
organization are critical factors. Having the 
right tools at your fingertips can literally make 
the difference between life and death. Our EMS 
Vest Carrier provides the external organization 
you need with tool slots, VELCRO® pouches 
and pockets for trauma scissors, hemostats, 
flashlights, radio, pens and other vital equipment 
specific to the EMS profession. 

Another key feature of this outer carrier is the 
high visibility in vehicular traffic situations. EMS 
responders are often rendering aid in high traffic 
areas. The 5 large reflective strips on this vest 
keep the operator visible to vehicular threats 
along with providing a secure method of holding 
your body armor panels to protect you from 
ballistic and slashing threats. 

carrier type
1000 Denier Nylon CORDURA®
Removable ballistic panel front/back access pockets

KEY FEATURES
 ★High performance outer carrier option for 
your concealable ballistic panels 
 ★ 5 high visibility reflective strips for 
high traffic/vehicular threats
 ★ Extremely durable using 1000 Denier CORDURA®

 

STANDARD FEATURES
• Star of Life embroidery patch for Identification
• 4 adjustable side straps with quick release buckles
• Organizational pockets and pouches for maximum utility

OPTiONAL FEATURES
• Level IIA, II, or IIIA ballistic panels
• Tactical Carry Bag
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U.S. Armor is currently the sole 
supplier of this product for the 
Los Angeles Police Department.

OUTER CARRIERS 

UNiFORM ShiRT 
VEST CARRiER
Designed specifically for the officer who wants an 
external body armor carrier option yet needs to 
present a professional/non-tactical appearance 
while working. The U.S. Armor Uniform Shirt 
Vest Carrier seamlessly blends into your uniform 
shirt while still providing secure carry and exact 
placemnt for your ballistic body armor panels. 

Our shirt vest carriers are complete with all 
features of a standard uniform shirt including: 
a name tag holder, badge holder, shoulder 
epaulets, pocket and shirt buttons. These vests 
are indistinguishable from the standard uniform 
shirt even at close distances; this way you can 
be comfortable and protected and still present a 
professional appearance.

KEY FEATURES
 ★High performance outer carrier option for 
your concealable ballistic panels 
 ★ Presents a smart outward appearance for patrol 
officers and others without looking overtly tactical
 ★ Allows for an increase in air circulation between the body and 
body armor for reduced heat stress and increased comfort
 ★ Allows quick donning/doffing for easy 
standing down or fast gear-up

STANDARD FEATURES
• 600 Denier polyester outer shell
• 100% Polyester lining
• 4 to 5 button placket front
• 5 permanent sewn-in military creases (2 front/3 back)
• Shoulder epaulets
• Metal name tag eyelets centered above right 

breast pocket (approximately 1 inch spacing)
• Pleated pockets with scalloped flaps 

and VELCRO® tab closure
• Concealed pen/pencil compartment in left breast pocket
• Approximately 2 inches of VELCRO® tabs sewn on sides 

for size adjustment (total of 4 inches of adjustment)

OPTiONAL FEATURES
• Level IIA, II, or IIIA ballistic panels
• Perfect Match color match system: Send us your 

source for uniform shirts and we will match your 
Uniform Shirt Carriers exactly to your uniform fabric.

• 100% LAPD wool outer shell  
(additional fee may apply for 100% wool vest option)
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OUTER CARRIERS 

FiREARMS 
iNSTRUCTOR
This vest easily converts your concealable body 
armor into a high visibility, external ballistic carrier 
ideal for Range Masters and Firearms Instructors. 
The Firearms Instructor Vest is a highly functional 
and highly visibly tool for any Range Safety Team.

200 series 
• 500 Denier Nylon CORDURA® Outer Shell
• Internal cummerbund to further secure vest 

position during movement and donning
• Accepts all concealable ballistic panels (additional fee 

may apply to accomidate oversized armor panels)
• Mic holder
• Badge holder
• Front/back removable Firearms Instructor or Ranger Officer
• VELCRO® patches
• Permanent sewn-down pockets including: 2 

Large utility pouches with internal elastic loops 
for magazine retention, 1 Large radio pouch, 1 
Handcuff pouch, 1 flashlight retention strap

• Custom pocket configurations available upon request 
(additional fee may apply)

500 series
All features of the 200 Series without sewn-down pockets 
plus MOLLE nylon webbing external attachment system

KEY FEATURES
 ★High performance outer carrier option for 
your concealable ballistic panels 
 ★High visibility Safety Red vest & webbing
 ★High visibility name ID & external badge holders
 ★Relieves back strain during long working hours by offering 
weight distribution of gear from the gun belt up onto the vest

OPTiONAL FEATURES
• Level IIA, II, or IIIA ballistic panels
• Additional modular pouches & holsters for the 500 series
• High visibility, light reflective strips
• Custom embroidered ID patches (additional fee may apply)

500 Series shown 
with optional pouches
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OUTER CARRIERS 

WiNTER QUiLT
The Winter Quilt is an insulated external 
vest carrier option for your concealable 
ballistic panels that was designed 
specifically for cold climate operation areas 
and inclement weather. Easily insert your 
ballistic panels into the front and back of 
the Winter Quilt, don it over your current 
uniform and enjoy a warmer external wear 
option for your concealable ballistic body 
armor. 

KEY FEATURES
 ★High performance outer carrier option 
for your concealable ballistic panels 
 ★ Provides an insulated carrier option 
for cold/inclement weather
 ★ Presents an outward non-tactical/
covert appearance

STANDARD FEATURES
• Elastic side retention providing 

comfort of movement
• 3 External pockets for easy access to duty items
• Front zippered ballistic panel access

OPTiONAL FEATURES
• Level IIA, II, or IIIA soft ballistic panels
• Custom colors available upon request 

(additional fee may apply)
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TACTiCAL VESTS
When the situation requires for more than concealable protection, U.S. Armor also offers a full line of extended coverage 
tactical vests with a multitude of coverage options, closure styles, and accessory features.  For higher threat situations, 
our tactical vests provide extended ballistic coverage as well as armor-up capabilities for active shooters and rifle threats 
by adding optional front and rear rifle plates.

Color Options

Black ACU Navy Tan OD Green

Custom Colors Also 
Available

Desert Digital Woodland Digital Multicam ATACS
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TACTICAL 

RPC
The Rifle Plate Carrier (RPC) provides a quick 
armor-up capability for first responders when 
a rifle threat is imminent. This vest can be easily 
stowed in a vehicle and quickly thrown over an 
officer’s concealable body armor to rapidly armor-
up in the event of an active shooter situation or 
other high threat environments.

carrier type

500 Denier Nylon CORDURA®

KEY FEATURES
Front/back 10” x 12” rifle plate pockets
Low Profile & Lightweight 
Easy to transport and store 

STANDARD FEATURES
• High mobility cut for ease of operator movement
• Adjustable shoulder and side straps provide both 

horizontal and vertical adjustments for a superior fit 
• Front/back MOLLE for additional pouches & holsters
• VELCRO® loop sewn into front/back top (2) rows 

of MOLLE for adding optional ID patches
• Padded shoulder areas for increased comfort and 

reduced fatigue during extended operations
• 300 lb. capacity Drag Bar on rear panel for rescue 

operations 

• OPTiONAL FEATURES
• Rifle Plates - Level III or Level IV 

 (8”x10” / 10”x12”):    
     - Polyethylene
     - Ceramic
    - Steel
• Tactical Carry Bag
• 500 series MOLLE pouches/holsters
• Police/Sheriff or custom VELCRO® ID patches
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TACTICAL 

ERPC
The Extended Rifle Plate Carrier (ERPC) is 
designed to be worn alone or over-the-top of 
concealable body armor in a first responder 
situation. The ERPC has both front and back rifle 
plate pockets, 2 rifle magazine slots on the front 
cummerbund, and wrap-around MOLLE surface 
area for attaching additional pouches, holsters 
and other mission items.

carrier type
500 Denier Nylon CORDURA®

KEY FEATURES
 ★ Front and back 10” x 12” rifle plate pockets
 ★ Left and right 6” x 6” side plate pockets
 ★Dual M4/AR15 magazine pouches located 
on front panel cummerbund

STANDARD FEATURES
• Front, back and side MOLLE for additional pouches/holsters
• Adjustable shoulder straps for a superior vertical fit
• VELCRO® loop sewn into front/back top (2) rows 

of MOLLE for adding high visibility ID patches
• Strategic weight distribution points for reduced 

officer fatigue during extended operations
• 300 lb. capacity Drag Bar on rear 

panel for rescue operations

OPTiONAL FEATURES
• Rifle Plates - Level III or Level IV 

 (8”x10” / 10”x12”):    
     - Polyethylene
     - Ceramic
    - Steel
• Tactical Carry Bag
• 500 series MOLLE pouches/holsters
• Police/Sheriff or custom VELCRO® ID patches
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OUTER CARRIERS

READY VEST
The ultimate in external vest carriers for 
patrol-based individuals, first responders and 
investigative personnel. Insert your current 
concealable ballistic panels into the Ready Vest 
and quickly turn your concealable body armor 
panels into an effective tactical outer carrier. 

Add rifle plates to the front and back of the Ready 
Vest and attach additional pouches/equipment 
to the external MOLLE webbing and you are now 
ready for any active shooter threat, warrant 
serving, tactical containments or other quickly-
evolving patrol situation. 

carrier type
500 Denier Nylon CORDURA®
Removable/washable outer cover

KEY FEATURES
 ★High performance outer carrier option for 
your concealable ballistic panels 
 ★ Front and back 10” x 12” rifle plate pockets
 ★ VELCRO® and metal grommet external Badge/ID holders

 

STANDARD FEATURES
• Front and back VELCRO® fields for high 

visibility agency ID patches
• Front, back and side MOLLE for additional pouches/holsters
• Quick and easy ballistic panel access 
• Comms wire/hydration tubing guide 

slots on shoulder straps
• Central built-in mic tab
• Adjustable shoulder straps and side strap closures 

for load adjustments and a perfect fit every time
• 300 lb. capacity Drag Bar on rear 

anel for rescue operations 

 
OPTiONAL FEATURES
• Rifle Plates - Level III or Level IV 

 (8”x10” / 10”x12”):    
     - Polyethylene
     - Ceramic
    - Steel
• Front and back soft body armor ballistic panels 
• Tactical Carry Bag
• 500 series MOLLE pouches/holsters
• Police/Sheriff or other custom VELCRO® ID patches
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TACTICAL 

MSTV
The Mission Specific Tactical Vest (MSTV) has 
both the ability to receive soft body armor ballistic 
panels as well as front/back/side hard armor plates 
for rifle threat protection. The MSTV is designed 
specifically for the first responder to include Threat 
Level IIIA ballistic protection at the shoulders and at 
the officer’s sides. This vest is to be worn over the 
officer’s uniform shirt as a stand alone vest or as an 
up-armor plate carrier when placed over an officer’s 
existing soft body armor vest.

When donned over body armor, the MSTV provides 
ballistic protection in the exact locations where 
concealable body armor vests do not provide 
coverage. The MSTV adds soft body armor and/or 
hard armor plates onto the areas that is required 
to quickly protect the officer for any first responder 
threat.

carrier type

500 Denier Nylon CORDURA®

KEY FEATURES
 ★ Front/back 10” x 12” rifle plate pockets
 ★ Left/right 6” x 6” side plate pockets
 ★ Threat Level IIIA ballistic protection at shoulders and sides
 ★Dual M4/AR15 magazine pouches located 
in front panel cummerbund

 

STANDARD FEATURES
• Front/back/side MOLLE for additional pouches/holsters
• Adjustable VELCRO® shoulder straps for a perfect vertical fit
• Easy ballistic panel access
• VELCRO® loop sewn into front/back top (2) rows 

of MOLLE for adding optional ID patches
• Strategic weight distribution points for reduced 

officer fatigue during extended operations
• 300 lb. capacity Drag Bar on rear panel for rescue operations

 
OPTiONAL FEATURES
• Rifle Plates - Level III or Level IV 

 (8”x10” / 10”x12”):    
     - Polyethylene
     - Ceramic
    - Steel
• Tactical Carry Bag
• 500 series MOLLE pouches and holsters
• Threat Level IIIA soft body armor on front and back panels 
• Police/Sheriff or custom VELCRO® ID patches   
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TACTICAL 

ligHtweigHt 
TACTiCAL
The Lightweight Tactical vest was designed 
specifically as a budget-friendly tactical vest that 
can deliver a high level of performance and front 
and back ballistic protection.

KEY FEATURES
 ★ Front and back 10” x 12” rifle plate pockets 
 ★ Enables officer to remain covered yet highly mobile and agile
 ★High levels of ballistic protection at a reduced cost

STANDARD FEATURES
• Front, back and side ballistic protection
• Permanent ballistic collar
• 2 permanently sewn-down front utility pockets
• Side opening style
• Extended side flaps for overlapping protection
• 300 lb. capacity Drag Bar on rear 

panel for rescue operations

OPTiONAL FEATURES
• Rifle Plates - Level III or Level IV 

 (8”x10” / 10”x12”):    
     - Polyethylene
     - Ceramic
    - Steel
• Nomex® Fire-Retardant outer cover
• Removable bicep/groin/throat ballistic protection
• Tactical Carry Bag
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TACTICAL 

gET
The Gang Enforcement Team vest, or GET vest, 
is an exclusive U.S. Armor product designed In 
conjunction with Los Angeles County Sheriff’s 
Department for the specific ballistic and equipment 
needs of their Gang Enforcement Team. 

The GET provides lethal threat protection, 
versatility and unparalleled utility with its ergonomic 
layout of tool slots and gear pouches. Operators 
can also open the jacket or doff the vest entirely 
during long hours of surveillance and then quickly 
don the vest when action takes place.

carrier types
500 Denier Nylon CORDURA®
Permanent cover

KEY FEATURES
 ★ Front opening jacket-style for easy don & doffing
 ★ Concealed 10” x 12” front plate pocket
 ★ Front and back sewn-down external pouch system 

STANDARD FEATURES
• Full front, back, side & over-the-shoulder ballistic protection
• Overlapping ballistic front flaps offer full 

ballistic protection behind the zipper
• Patented Helmet-Friendly collar (rear section of 

collar can separate allowing unrestricted head 
movement when wearing a ballistic helmet)

• Vest design easily accommodates right or left-handed officers
• Pouches include: (2) Front angled utility pockets, 

(2) Small utility pouches, (2) Custom utility pouches 
accommodating removable side by side 9mm mag 
holder and removable 12 gauge shotgun shell 
holder, Flashlight sleeve and Radio Pouch.

• Rear panel features gas mask or first aid/IFAK 
pouch along with gas mask filter cartridges

• 300 lb wrap around drag bar for rescue operations

OPTiONAL FEATURES
• Rifle Plates - Level III or Level IV 

 (8”x10” / 10”x12”):    
     - Polyethylene
     - Ceramic
    - Steel
• Optional rear plate pocket
• Nomex® Fire-Retardant outer carrier
• Removable bicep, groin and throat ballistic protection
• Removable/washable outer cover
• Tactical Carry Bag
• Police/Sheriff or custom VELCRO® ID patches
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TACTICAL 

NARCO JACKET
When working Narcotics, SWAT or Surveillance 
and wearing a load-bearing vest, officers can 
get uncomfortably hot, especially when on a 
stake-out for over two hours. Hot and cramped 
conditions are not only distracting to tactics 
but also contribute to officer fatigue. 

The Narco Jacket is the perfect solution for 
these situations and more with its full zippered 
front and MOLLE outer surface area. Zippered 
jacket style allows the operator to quickly zip 
up and engage when the action kicks off at a 
moment’s notice.

carrier type
500 Denier Nylon CORDURA®
Permanent cover

KEY FEATURES
 ★ Front/back 10” x 12” rifle plate pockets
 ★ Jacket-style opening for easy don & doffing
 ★MOLLE external attachment system 

STANDARD FEATURES
• Full front, back, side and  

over-the-shoulder ballistic protection 
• Patented Helmet-friendly collar (rear section of 

collar can separate allowing unrestricted head 
movement when operating with a ballistic helmet)

• Overlapping ballistic front flaps offer full 
ballistic protection behind zipper

• Vest is cut high enough to allow 
quick access to pistol belt

• Elastic side closure system for a perfect fit
• VELCRO® loop sewn into front/back 

surfaces for adding optional ID patches
• 300 lb. capacity Drag Bar on rear 

panel for rescue operations
• Available in 100, 200, 300 or 500 series

OPTiONAL FEATURES
• Rifle Plates - Level III or Level IV 

 (8”x10” / 10”x12”):    
     - Polyethylene
     - Ceramic
    - Steel
• Optional rear plate pocket
• Removable bicep/groin/throat/collar ballistic protection
• Nomex® Fire-Retardant outer carrier
• 300 and 500 series MOLLE pouches & holsters
• Tactical Carry Bag
• Removable/Washable outer carrier

* 500 Series 
shown with 

optional pouches
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TACTICAL 

TAV
The Tactical Assault Vest (TAV) is our bestselling 
tactical vest. This vest is popular for its versatile 
tactical design that offers a contoured side and 
neck cut.  This design improves weight distribution 
and provides a superior ballistic coverage-to-
weight ratio. This feature also drastically improves 
the individual’s range of motion reducing officer 
fatigue and increasing operational effectiveness.

KEY FEATURES
 ★High mobility with maximum ballistic coverage
 ★ Front/back 10” x 12” rifle plate pockets
 ★ Over-the-shoulder ballistic protection
 ★ Adjustable shoulders allows for adaptation 
to various torso lengths

 

STANDARD FEATURES
• Side-opening style
• Patented Helmet-Friendly collar (rear section of collar 

can separate and drop back allowing unrestricted 
head movement when wearing a ballistic helmet)

• 300 lb. capacity Drag Bar on rear 
panel for rescue operations

• Internal FlexiCuff sleeve
• Internal cummerbund to further secure vest 

position during movement or donning
• Internally stowed groin protector

 
OPTiONAL FEATURES
• Rifle Plates - Level III or Level IV 

 (8”x10” / 10”x12”):    
     - Polyethylene
     - Ceramic
    - Steel
• Rifle retention pads located at shoulder area
• Nomex® Fire-Retardant outer carrier
• Removable ballistic bicep & throat protection
• Tactical Carry Bag
• 500 series MOLLE pouches/holsters
• Available in 200, 300, or 500 styles
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TACTICAL 

SOV QUiCK 
RELEASE
The Special Operations Vest (SOV), Quick-
Release provides a single point, quick-ditch 
capability for boating, waterborne or aircraft 
operations. The quick-release feature of this 
vest also allows a responding paramedic to 
gain fast access to the injury of a downed 
officer when rendering aid.

carrier type
500 Denier Nylon CORDURA®

KEY FEATURES
 ★ Front and back 10” x 12” rifle plate pockets
 ★ Left and right 6” x 6” side plate pockets 
 ★Wrap-around Threat Level IIIA protection
 ★ Single point, quick-release system for rapid ditch

STANDARD FEATURES
• Front, back and side MOLLE for 

additional pouches and holsters
• Dual, detachable weapon retention system
• Dual M4/AR15 magazine pouches 

located in front panel cummerbund
• Shoulder strap adjustments for a 

personalized vertical fit
• High mobility shoulder cut for increased 

arm mobility and reduced fatigue
• Cummerbund opening style for donning/doffing
• Adjustable at waist and shoulders for a perfect fit
• Internal Nylon mesh design for fast 

drainage and drying capabilities
• VELCRO® loop sewn into front/back top (2) 

rows of MOLLE for adding optional ID patches 
• 300 lb. capacity Drag Bar on rear 

panel for rescue operations

OPTiONAL FEATURES
• Rifle Plates - Level III or Level IV 

 (8”x10” / 10”x12”):    
     - Polyethylene
     - Ceramic
    - Steel
• Removable ballistic bicep/groin/

throat/coccyx protection
• Tactical Carry Bag
• 500 series MOLLE pouches/holsters
• Police/Sheriff or custom VELCRO® ID patches
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TACTICAL 

COVER PLUS
The Cover Plus offers the most coverage 
of all our tactical models. This vest’s design 
maximizes utility and protection without 
sacrificing mobility. For additional range of 
motion, this vest was cut very high under the 
arms then side coverage was increased from 
the front to the back. 

The Cover Plus offers additional comfort 
by providing adjustable side and shoulder 
closures. This allows the operator to adjust 
the vest both horizontally and vertically to 
ensure a perfect fit on the torso every time.

carrier type
500 Denier Nylon CORDURA®
Permanent cover

KEY FEATURES
 ★ Front and back 10” x 12” rifle plate pockets 
 ★Maximum coverage, full front, back, side and 
over-the-shoulder ballistic protection
 ★ Adjustable side and shoulder closures 
to fit a wide variety of torso types
 ★ Front zippered opening for easy donning and doffing

 

STANDARD FEATURES
• Overlapping side coverage
• Rifle retention pads located at shoulder area
• Patented Helmet-Friendly collar (rear section of 

collar can separate allowing unrestricted head 
movement when operating with a ballistic helmet)

• Built-in Mic holder webbing
• VELCRO® sewn into front and back surfaces 

for adding optional ID patches
• Available in 300 or 500 styles
• 300 lb. capacity Drag Bar on rear 

panel for rescue operations

 
OPTiONAL FEATURES
• Rifle Plates - Level III or Level IV 

 (8”x10” / 10”x12”):    
     - Polyethylene
     - Ceramic
    - Steel
• Nomex® Fire-Retardant outer carrier
• Removable bicep, groin and throat ballistic protection
• Tactical Carry Bag
• 500 or 300 series pouches and holsters
• Removable and washable outer carrier
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INTERNATIONAL 

TAC-CON
The Tactical Concealable vest, or TAC-CON, is 
our overt ballistic vest specifically designed with 
the international market in mind. Front and rear 
10” x 12” rifle plate pockets built into the carrier 
allowing the user to upgrade protection against 
rifle threats based on operator preference.  
Vest can be worn either either under or over 
the uinfrom shirt (covertly or overtly) based on 
operator preference.

carrier type
500 Denier Nylon CORDURA®
Permanent cover

available styles:
• 100 (no pockets, slick outer face)
• 500 (MOLLE 1 inch webbing)

KEY FEATURES
 ★ Front and back 10” x 12” rifle plate pockets
 ★ Full torso front, back, and side protection
 ★ Provides flexibility between low and 
high threat environments
 ★ Can be worn covertly or overtly

 

STANDARD FEATURES
• Padded shoulder straps
• Side opening style
• Double elastic waist straps
• VELCRO® loop sewn into front/back surfaces 

for adding optional ID patches
• Adjustable shoulders and sides allow for 

adjustment and perfect fit every time 

 
OPTiONAL FEATURES
• Rifle Plates - Level III or Level IV 

 (8”x10” / 10”x12”):    
     - Polyethylene
     - Ceramic
    - Steel
• Tactical Carry Bag
• Police/Sheriff or custom international VELCRO® ID patches
• Removable and washable outer carrier
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INTERNATIONAL 

RAPiD 
RESPONSE 
VEST
The Rapid Response Vest (RRV) is an extremely 
versatile, high mobility tactical vest specifically 
created for the international market. The RRV’s 
design enables the operator to wear the vest either 
under (covert) their uniform shirt or over (overt) 
their uniform shirt increasing wear options and 
situational employment.

carrier type

Removable 500 Denier Nylon CORDURA®

KEY FEATURES
 ★ Front/back 10” x 12” rifle plate pockets 
(side opening plate access)
 ★ Over-the-shoulder ballistic protection
 ★ Economically priced for the constrained budget

STANDARD FEATURES
• Side opening VELCRO® closure system
• Tricot Foam-lined carrier
• Smooth vest outer surface (no pockets or pouches)
• Internal cummerbund strap to further hold vest in position

OPTiONAL FEATURES
• Rifle Plates - Level III or Level IV 

 (8”x10” / 10”x12”):    
     - Polyethylene
     - Ceramic
    - Steel
• Ballistic bicep/shoulder protection
• Tactical Carry Bag
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INTERNATIONAL 

PFA VEST
This high performance vest was specifically 
designed to be worn externally and with the 
international community in mind. This fully 
adjustable tactical vest is comfortable and 
compatible with most international load-bearing 
equipment.

carrier type
500 Denier Nylon CORDURA®

KEY FEATURES
 ★ Front and back 10” x 12” rifle plate pockets
 ★ Front panel provides wrap-around ballistic protection
 ★ Affordable tactical ballistic protection
 ★ Adjustable shoulder straps

 

STANDARD FEATURES
• Adjustable at shoulders to fit a variety 

of torso lengths styles
• VELCRO® loop sewn into front/back surfaces 

for adding optional ID patches 
• Removable outer carrier is coated with urethane 

backing for a water resistant capability

 
OPTiONAL FEATURES
• Rifle Plates - Level III or Level IV 

 (8”x10” / 10”x12”):    
     - Polyethylene
     - Ceramic
    - Steel
• Removable Nomex® Fire-Retardant 

outer carrier (Black Only) 
• Optional, detachable ballistic groin protection
• Police/Sheriff or custom international 

agency VELCRO® ID patches
• Tactical Carry Bag
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U.S. Armor offers a number of different 
Stab-Resistant and Impact-resistant vest 
designs to accommodate the different 
needs of officers in correctional 
facilities and other custodial 
environments. 
 
Each Correctional armor 
package we offer is NIJ 0115.00 
Certified to Spike Levels 1, 2 or 3 
and proudly made with DuPont™ high 

performance Kevlar® Correctional and 
Warwick Mills Turtleskin®-SF materials. 

Our blunt force impact-resistant vests are 
intricately constructed with a hard outer 

KYDEX® Thermoplastic shell and an internal 
layer of High Impact Foam. This unique 

package protects the officer’s torso, neck, 
sides, and shoulders from physical strikes and 

improvised force weapon impact incurred during 
cell extractions and/or crowd control situations.

CORRECTiONAL 
STAb-RESiSTANT 
& imPact resistant ARMOR
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CORRECTIONAL 

bSii+2
NIJ: 0115.00 & .04/.05 Certified

Threat Level: ballistic Level ii & Spike 2

Finally, both ballistic and anti-stab protection is 
available in the same vest package. This vest is very 
popular for officers working in a custodial environment 
who also perform prisoner transport duties outside of 
their facilities.

ballistic/anti-stab Vest material
DuPont™ Air-Entangled Kevlar® 129
DuPont™ Kevlar® Correctional

ballistic Panel cover material
100% Supplex water-resistant panel enclosure

ballistic weight
Level II
Wt per Sq. Ft. 14.72 oz (417.30g)

anti-stab weight
CRT2-01 Level: Spike 2 
Wt. per Sq. Ft. 6.56 oz (185.97 g)

ballistic/anti-stab threat levels 
level ii
9mm, 124gr. FMJ RN
1582 fps | 482.19 mps

spike 2
”E1” (Strike Energy)
J:33 +/-0.60 Ft/Lbf:24.3 +/- 0.44
”E2” (Over test Strike Energy)
J:50 +/- 0.70 Ft/Lbf:36.9 +/- 0.51

KEY FEATURES
 ★Ballistic and Spike protection in one concealable vest package
 ★NIJ Ballistic Level II and NIJ Spike Level 2 certified

 

STANDARD FEATURES
• Shirt tails 
• Soft trauma plate insert 
• Removable, washable panel carrier in 

male and female size options
• Easy access closure system for simplified panel access
• 6-point elastic and VELCRO® (removable) closure system

 
OPTiONAL FEATURES
• 6” x 8” Titanium Blade (TB3) / Spike 3 trauma plate inserts
• Additional trauma plate inserts
• CoolMax® T-shirt
• Winter Quilt outer carrier
• Ranger 100, 200, 300, 500 outer carriers
• Concealable carry bag (Nylon)
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CORRECTIONAL 

CONCEALAbLE 
correctional
Vest
NIJ: 0115.00 Certified

Threat Level: Spike Level 1, 2, 3

Spike protection for improvised spike/slash 
weapons found in jails, prisons or other custodial 
environments. U.S. Armor’s Concealable 
Correctional series offers protection from NIJ 
0115.00 Spike Level 1, 2 and 3 threats. 

Each threat level has been optimized for maximum 
performance, while still maintaining a light, thin and 
flexible armor package with the officer’s comfort in 
mind.

anti-stab Vest material
DuPont™ Kevlar® Correctional
Warwick Mills Turtleskin -SF

anti-stab Panel cover material
DuPont™ Nylon Supplex-3ply cover that is  
breathable and water resistant

KEY FEATURES
 ★ Easily concealed under uniform shirt
 ★ Lightweight, thin and flexible
 ★NIJ Certified 0115.00 for Spike Levels 1, 2 or 3

STANDARD FEATURES
• Removable and washable carrier
• Shirt tails

OPTiONAL FEATURES
• 6” x 8” Titanium Blade (TB3) / Spike 3 trauma plate inserts
• Additional trauma plate inserts
• Uniform Shirt Carrier
• CoolMax® T-shirt
• Concealable Carry Bags (Nylon)
• Winter Quilt outer carrier
• Ranger 100, 200, 300, 500 outer carriers
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CORRECTIONAL 

tactical 
correctional
Vest
NIJ: 0115.00 Certified

Threat Level: Spike Level 1, 2, 3

The Tactical Correctional Vest is a versatile 
Cell Entry/Cell Extraction system that has the 
unique feature of an external detachable yoke 
that provides additional anti-stab and blunt 
weapon impact protection from a variety of 
weapons to the neck and shoulder area. 

anti-stab Vest material
DuPont™ Kevlar® Correctional
Warwick Mills Turtleskin -SF

carrier type:
Permanent 500 Denier Nylon CORDURA cover

KEY FEATURES
 ★ Anti-Stab & Blunt Force protection
 ★ Available in NIJ Spike Levels 1, 2, & 3

STANDARD FEATURES
• Side opening style
• Designed to offer high mobility with 

balanced Anti-Stab coverage
• Internal cummerbund to secure back panel
• Front, back and side protection

OPTiONAL FEATURES
• Nomex® Fire-Retardant outer cover (removable)
• Removable Groin Protector
• Tactical Carry Bag
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CORRECTIONAL 

ligHtweigHt 
correctional
Vest
NIJ: 0115.00 Certified

Threat Level: Spike Level 1, 2, 3

The Lightweight Correctional Vest is a stab-
resistant vest designed to offer additional 
shoulder and side coverage against stab and 
slash weapons without sacrificing officer 
mobility or speed.

anti-stab Vest material
DuPont™ Kevlar® Correctional
Warwick Mills Turtleskin -SF

carrier type:
Permanent 500 Denier Nylon CORDURA® cover

KEY FEATURES
 ★ Full front, back, side, neck and shoulder protection
 ★ Lightweight for officer mobility and 
agility during movement

 

STANDARD FEATURES
• Front/back 10”x12” Trauma Plate pockets
• Permanent stab-resistant collar 
• Side opening style
• Internal cummerbund strap to 

further hold vest in position
• 2 permanently sewn-down front utility pockets
• Front/back VELCRO®® loop for high 

visibiliy agency ID patches
• 300 lb. capacity Drag Bar on rear 

panel for rescue operations

 
OPTiONAL FEATURES
• Titanium Blade (TB3) / Spike 3 trauma plate inserts
• Additional trauma plate insert options
• Nomex® Fire-Retardant outer cover
• Removable throat, bicep and groin protection
• Police/Sheriff or custom agency VELCRO® ID patches
• Removable outer carrier
• Tactical Carry Bag
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CORRECTIONAL 

CELL 
EXTRACTiON 
VEST
When an unpredictable inmate situation, the Cell 
Extraction Vest is your best defense against blunt 
forces and impact trauma while neutralizing a 
threat and restoring order. This vest is a must for 
the Corrections Officer entering a cell or day room 
where a barricaded inmate(s) refuses to comply 
with directives.

Vest material
KYDEX® Thermoplastic hard shell + High Impact Foam

carrier type
500 Denier Nylon CORDURA®
Permanent sewn-down cover

KEY FEATURES
 ★ Superior blunt force impact protection
 ★ Full front, back, side, neck and shoulder protection

STANDARD FEATURES
• Full collar yoke
• Side opening cummerbund style
• Internal cummerbund to further secure vest 

position during movement and operation

OPTiONAL FEATURES
• Drop down groin protection
• Tactical Carry Bag
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RIfLE PLATES .06
Polyethylene Level iii (Stand Alone)
• Ultra High Molecular 

Weight Polyethylene
• Black Line-X coating
• Level III protection 

full Cut
Thickness: 1.10 in (2.79 cm)
(#23600-5) 8” x 10” / 2.5 lbs (1.13 kg)
(#23600-1) 10” x 12” / 3.65 lbs (1.65 kg)

Shooter’s Cut
(#23600-7) 8” x 10” / 2.4 lbs (1.08 kg)
(#23600-3) 10” x 12” / 3.4 lbs (1.54 kg)

Side Plate
(#23600-11) 6” x 6” / 1.15 lbs (0.52 kg)

Ceramic Level iii+ (Stand Alone)
• Dual Curve, high-density 

alumina ceramic core
• Level III+ protection
• Capable of stopping multiple shots of 

non-AP 7.62 mm or lesser threats 

Shooter’s Cut
Thickness: 1.18 in (2.99 cm)
(#23706-7) 8” x 10” / 4.5 lbs (2.04 kg)
(#23706-3) 10” x 12” / 6.5 lbs (2.94 kg)

Side Plate
(#23706-10) 6” x 8” / 2.8 lbs (1.27 kg)

Ceramic Level iV (Stand Alone)
• Capable of stopping (1) round of  

AP ammo or multiple rounds of  
non-AP 7.62 mm and lesser threats 

• Manufactured from high-density 
alumina ceramic core and backed 
with layered composite fiber 

• Finished with black CORDURA® 
Nylon covering

full Cut
Thickness: 1.15 in (2.92 cm)
(#26600-5) 8” x 10” / 5.4 lbs (2.5 kg)
(#26600-1) 10” x 12” / 7.9 lbs (3.6 kg)

Shooter’s Cut
(#26600-6) 8” x 10” / 4.9 lbs (2.22 kg)
(#26600-2) 10” x 12” / 7.1 lbs (3.22 kg)

Side Plate
(#26600-11) 6” x 6” / 2.35 lbs (1.07 kg)
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RIfLE PLATES .04/.05
Polyethylene Level iii (Stand Alone)
• Lightweight - 1/2 the weight of Ceramic Plates at same threat level
• High Performance - Multi-hit capability
• Durable - not damaged by dropping or impact from transport/storage
• Positive Buoyancy - floats in water
• Comfort - Dual curve surface for torso-shaped fit 

Shooter’s Cut
Thickness: 0.89 in (2.26 cm)
(#SC3-8) 8” x 10” / 2.0 lbs (0.91 kg)
(#SC3-10) 10” x 12” / 3.1 lbs (1.41 kg)

Side Plate
Thickness: 1.0 in (0.45 cm)
(#23526) 6” x 6” / 1.0 lbs (0.45 kg)

Ceramic Level iV (Stand Alone)
• Dual Curve 
• (1) round of AP ammo or multiple rounds of  

non-AP 7.62 mm or lesser threats 
• Available in Shooter’s Cut or Full Cut designs 

Shooter’s Cut
Thickness: 1.10 in (2.79 cm)
(#26120) 8” x 10” / 5.0 lbs (2.27 kg)
(#26135) 10” x 12” / 6.7 lbs (3.04 kg)

Ceramic Level iii/iV (in Conjunction)
• Triple Curve
• Level IV protection when worn in conjunction with IIIA soft body armor
• Capable of stopping (1) AP shot or multiple rounds 

of non-AP 7.62 mm or lesser threats
• Comfortable Triple Curve, front plate or back plate design available

full Cut
Thickness: 0.6 in (1.5 cm)
(#27111) 8” x 10” / 4.4 lbs (2.00 kg)
(#27100) 10” x 12” / 6.0 lbs (2.72 kg)

Ceramic Level iii+ (Stand Alone)
• Dual Curve
• Level III+ protection
• Capable of stopping non-AP 7.62 mm & lesser threats

Shooter’s Cut
Thickness: 1.18 in (3.0 cm)
(#23700-2) 8” x 10” / 4.5 lbs (2.04 kg)
(#23700-1) 10” x 12” / 6.5 lbs (2.94 kg)

Side Plate
(#23700-4) 6” x 6” / 2.8 lbs (0.52 kg)

Steel Level iii (Stand Alone)
• Budget-friendly
• High Performance (can defeat multiple rifle shots)
• Durable (not damaged by dropping)
• Single Curve
• Shooter’s Cut also available

full Cut
Thickness: 0.25 in (0.64 cm)
(#ST3-8) 8” x 10” / 6.4 lbs (2.9 kg)
(#ST3-10) 10” x 12” / 8.65 lbs (3.9 kg)

Shooter’s Cut
Thickness: 0.25 in (0.64 cm)
8” x 10” / 5.6 lbs (2.5 kg) 
10” x 12” / 8.0 lbs (3.62 kg)
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hELMETS
High ballistic performance with reduced weight and minimal back face deformation. Our unique support structure and 
lamination process ensures that U.S. Armor helmets have a minimal back face deformation from 9mm, .357 Magnum 
and .44 Magnum. 

PASgT
• Full coverage
• The most popular design in use worldwide
• Fully adjustable harness system for a secure, comfortable fit 

size small medium large X-large

Head 
circumference

20.08”-21.26”
53cm - 54cm

21.26”-22.83”
54cm - 58cm

22.83”-24.41”
58cm - 62cm

24.41”-25.98”
62cm - 66cm

weight 2.76lbs
1250g

2.87lbs
1300g

2.76lbs
1250g

3.36lbs
1525g
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COMbAT
• Lighter weight than a PASGT helmet for improved mobility.
• Higher cut design for enhanced peripheral vision and increased hearing acuity. 

size small medium large X-large

Head 
circumference

21.3”-21.7”
53cm - 55cm

22.0”-22.4”
56cm - 57cm

22.8”-23.2”
58cm - 59cm

23.6”-24.0”
60cm - 61cm

weight 2.1 lbs
950g

2.1 lbs
950g

2.3 lbs
1025g

2.31 lbs
1025g

ACh/MiCh
• Same size as the Combat Helmet, but features a flat, no-visor helmet design 

which facilitates mounting of NVG s, optics and illumination devices.
• Fully adjustable harness system for a secure, comfortable fit

size small medium large X-large

Head 
circumference

20.08”-21.26”
53cm - 54cm

21.26”-22.83”
54cm - 58cm

22.83”-24.41”
58cm - 62cm

24.41”-25.98”
62cm - 66cm

weight 2.95 lbs
1340g

3.06 lbs
1390g

3.17 lbs
1440g

3.51 lbs
1590g

TANK
• Extreme lightweight cut-down helmet with ear sections removed
• Minimum weight and maximum audio acuity
• Accommodates advanced communication and hearing protective equipment.

size small/medium medium/large large/X-large

Head 
circumference

21”-22.1/8”
53cm - 56cm

22.1/8”-23 3/8”
56cm - 59cm

23 3/8”-24”
59cm - 61cm

weight 2.67 lbs
1211g

2.93 lbs
1328g

3.18 lbs
1445g

RAPiD ATTACK
• High cut helmet offers ballistic protection without disrupting vision
• Innovative suspension system
• Built-in Night Vision mount on front and Picatinny rails on sides for 

additional optics and illumination equipment mounting. 

size small/medium medium/large large/X-large

Head 
circumference

21”-22.1/8”
53cm - 56cm

22.1/8”-23 3/8”
56cm - 59cm

23 3/8”-24”
59cm - 61cm

weight 2.67 lbs
1211g

2.93 lbs
1328g

3.18 lbs
1445g

hELMET ACCESSORiES

bALLiSTiC 
Face sHield (bFs)
Fits PASGT and Combat helmets

RiOT 
Face sHield (rFs)
Fits PASGT and Combat helmets

Helmet coVers
Quickly match any camouflage
with this durable cloth cover
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bLANKETS

Currently in use by the 
majority of breaching 
schools worldwide.

SPECIALTY bALLISTIC ITEMS 

bREAChER 
bLANKET
Threat Level: FRAg ONLY

Developed in cooperation with the senior 
members of the breacher community 
and designed for use during explosive and 
dynamic breaching missions. The Breacher 
Blanket protects the detonator and those 
stacked behind from blast pressure and 
fragmentation while still allowing the team 
close proximity to the breach site.

carrier type

Permanent 500 Denier CORDURA® cover

ballistic material

DuPont™ Air Entangled Kevlar® 129® 
Fragmentation: 1476.38 fps/450 mps

ballistic weight

Weight per Sq. Ft. 12.5 oz (354.37 g)
Total Weight: 15 lbs

DiMENSiONS
32” x 75”

FEATURES
• Lightweight, easily deployed fragmentation protection
• Intrinsically safe: no metal snaps, zippers, or 

parts to spark, frag, or foreign object debris
• PVC channels for structuring located at each end
• Ambidextrous handle system
• Deployable from either end of blanket
• Can also function as a litter for Medevac situations
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SPECIALTY bALLISTIC ITEMS 

bOMb DiSPOSAL 
bLANKET
Threat Level: FRAg ONLY

A “must have” for technicians engaged in controlled 
detonations. Designed in partnership with the Los 
Angeles Police Department EOD for use in controlling 
IEDs and bomb detonation blasts. Our Bomb blanket 
has an exclusive stitch pattern that allows the blanket 
to be shaped and tented over a device. This design 
facilitates diverting blast pressure and fragmentation 
when pipe bombs, IEDs and other explosive devices 
are rendered safe.

carrier type

Permanent 500 Denier CORDURA® cover
8 Nylon webbing straps for easy handling

ballistic material

DuPont™ Air Entangled Kevlar® 129® package
Fragmentation: 1476.38 fps/450 mps

ballistic weight

DuPont™ Air Entangled Kevlar® 129®
Weight per Sq. Ft. 12.5 oz (354.37 g)
Total Weight: 12.5 lbs

DiMENSiONS
48” x 48”

FEATURES
• Designed to fold into a compact space for easy storage
• Controls the blast and fragmentation of IEDs, 

bombs and other explosive compounds
• 8 Large nylon loop handles on all corners and sides of this 

blanket for ease of deployment, placement and adjustment 
• Tough DuPont™ 500 Denier CORDURA® 

cover resists wear and tear
• Intrinsically safe; no metal snaps, zippers, or 

parts to spark, fragmentation or FOD
• Exclusive stitch pattern allows for self-tenting
• Provides directional blast pressure diversion 

and easy access for detonations
• Developed in cooperation with the LAPD 

Explosive Ordnance Disposal (EOD) teams

SPECIALTY bALLISTIC ITEMS 

bALLiSTiC bLANKET
Threat Level: iiiA

One of the most flexible tools an operator can have at 
their disposal. This blanket can be used to evacuate 
civilians from a dangerous “active shooter” scenario, to 
protect and cover a fallen officer while back up arrives, 
or used to armor any area where the operator needs 
additional protection.

carrier type

Permanent 500 Denier CORDURA® cover
Nylon webbing straps for ease of carry, 
deployment and adjustment 

ballistic material

DuPont™ Air Entangled Kevlar® 129® package
Ballistic Protection: 1476.38 fps/450 mps

ballistic weight

DuPont™ Air Entangled Kevlar® 129®, Level IIIA
Wt. per Sq. Ft. 19.4 oz (549.98 g)
Total Weight: 32 lbs

DiMENSiONS
72” x 48”

FEATURES
• Flexible and portable Level IIIA protection
• Almost limitless deployment applications when ballistic 

protection is needed in unorthodox spaces
• 24 square feet of ballistic protection
• Easy storage and transport
• Built-in channels that can be stiffened using pre-cut PVC 

pipes to deploy the blanket as a static, horizontal shield
• Hand loops placed around the perimeter of the blanket to enable 

a variety of suspension and facilitate use as an emergency litter
• Tough Cordura® Nylon cover to resist wear and tear
• Available in NIJ .04/.05 or .06 Level IIIA Certified Armor
• Intrinsically safe no metal snaps, zippers, or 

parts to spark, fragmentation or FOD
• Large VELCRO® ID patches with “POLICE” or “SHERIFF” 

embroidery to have quick and highly visible identification
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CARRY bAgS

CONCEALAbLE 
ARMOR bAgS
• Made of durable 420 Denier Nylon
• Convenient and safe method to transport 

your concealable body armor
• ID window for luggage tag, business card 

or other identification markers

dimensions

Small 20” x 25”
Medium 23” x 25”
Large 26” x 25”

color options

Black Navy Tan USBP Green

tactical armor bag
• ¼ inch of closed cell foam padding on all sides to 

further protect your gear during transport
• 2 Large additional side pockets for Rifle Plates, 

ammunition, PPE, or other gear items 
• 500 Denier CORDURA® material
• Dimensions: 26” x 25”

color options

Black Navy Tan USBP Green

hELMET bAg
• Provides safe and secure transport for 

ballistic helmets or other duty gear 
• Cylindrically shaped, padded carry bag designed 

or tactical helmets and other tactical gear
• Sturdy construction, dual handles and drawstring closure 
• Dimensions: 12.5” Tall x 11” Diameter

color options

Black Navy Tan USBP Green
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VEST CLEANER/BIOCIDE

VEST CARE
Cleans • Disinfects • Deodorizes • Sanitizes • Neutralizes the effects of OC Spray

Not a fragrance or a perfume, but a biocide that attacks 
and chemically deconstructs odor and infection-causing 
compounds at the molecular level. SNiPER is effective 
against many forms of compounds that produce offensive 
odors on ballistic panels, inside helmets, boots, tactical 
armor accessories, clothing and other pieces of duty 
gear. It is also very effective on the backseats of police 
vehicles, countertops, chairs, tables, carpets and other 
surfaces in prisoner custody environments.

Because of SNiPER’s unique action on the molecular 
structures of dangerous compounds, it is also disinfects 
urine, vomit, feces, and skin cell decay. SNiPER it can 
decompose and neutralize ammonia, gasoline, diesel and 
can even neutralize the effects of OC Spray on the skin.

Features:
• Eliminates odor at the molecular level 
• Certified against MRSA (Staph), Swine Flu (H1N1), Bird Flu (Avian), 

Salmonella, E. Coli and a number of blood borne pathogens 
• Neutralizes the effects of OC Spray
• Not harmful to humans, animals, or plants
• Non-corrosive to duty gear and other object surfaces
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POUChES
U.S. Armor produces a complete line of standard 
gear pouches as well as custom configurations for 
your specific duty equipment. 

We have hundreds of designs and sizes in all 
attachment systems and configurations. 
If you can carry it, we make a pouch for it!

Above is a small sample of our many pouch 
designs available to order, so please call for more 
details on the complete list of modular pouches 
and holsters available.

A Radio Pouch 
b Utility Pouch (X-Large)
C Side x Side Rifle Mag Pouch (7.62 mm, 5.56 mm) 
D Asp Baton Pouch 
E Pistol Holster 
F Utility Pouch (Medium)
g Def Tec Gas Pouch (Medium)
h Utility Pouch (Small)
i Side x Side Pistol Mag Pouch (9mm, .45 cal, .40 cal)
J Handcuff Pouch (1-2 sets of cuffs)
K Shotgun Shell Rack
L Gas Mask Pouch (M-17 gas mask, top-opening)
M Flashlight Pouch (Most flashlights, Maglight, Streamlight)
N Blank Out Pads (cover unused snaps on tactical vests)
O Taser Holster
P Sniper Rack 
  ...and many more!

PATChES 
U.S. Armor makes a variety of custom patches with a 
VELCRO® backing for any department or agency name 
including international agencies.

FEATURES
• Custom color/camo background matching
• Custom patch embroidery for your team’s specific title
• Custom embroidered badges and insignia rank

U.S. Armor inventories a variety VELCRO® Identification 
placards and badges. Anywhere from the standard 
“POLICE” and “SHERIFF” patches to “Gang Enforcement 
Team” and many international agency titles such as 
“Polizei” and “Agente”.

We also offer a variety of custom patch options for a small fee including different thread 
colors and background fabric/camouflages guaranteed to match your tactical vest or 
outer carrier pattern. *Additional fee may apply. Please call for details.
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